
AP 12 Perry Hall High Summer Reading 20-21 

 
"Some books leave us free and some books make us free.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson 

  
DIRECTIONS: Mrs. Richardson and Mrs. Strazzire have selected two books that will guide and aide your 
learning in Advanced Placement English. Both books are available for free digitally—you can send both 
book links to your phone and read directly on your phone! So easy! Read these over the summer and 
complete the two assignments--see the video provided.  
 
Mrs. Richardson Lrichardson3@bcps.org 
Mrs. Strazzire Sstrazzire@bcps.org 
 
  
Please note 
You can certainly purchase copies of each text if you would like to write in them, but this is not required. 
Amazon and Barnes and Noble both deliver books to homes. Please direct all questions or concerns to 
Chris Turner, English Department Chair, at cturner@bcps.org 
 

Assignment #1 Fiction with dialectical journal 

 

The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde  
 
Assignment: Handwritten or typed dialectical journal. A dialectical journal is a record of the 
conversation a good reader should be having when actively engaging in a text. You should have a variety 
of responses and between 10-20 entries. See video for more explanation 
 

Significant Text Respond, Question, Evaluate, or Analyze  
Include page # for 
reference and either 
summarize or direct 
quote (only what is 
needed).  

 

( R ) Respond- is your reader reaction. Should be honest first impressions of a character, 
predictions, connections either text to self, text to text, or text to world. 
 
( Q ) Question-a good reader should constantly ask questions. These should not be basic 
check for understanding but rather questions of significance question of a character’s 
motive, action, symbol, plot event. 
 
( E ) Evaluate- Here you begin to form judgements and make inferences about the 
characters, plot, cause and effect, significance scenes, etc. 
 
( A ) Analyze- When you can start assign meaning to the text by connecting symbolism, 
establishing theme, understanding depth of a character. 

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cYhrYnkM6L
mailto:Lrichardson3@bcps.org
mailto:Sstrazzire@bcps.org
mailto:cturner@bcps.org
http://englishonlineclub.com/pdf/Oscar%20Wilde%20-%20The%20Picture%20of%20Dorian%20Gray%20(Book%202)%20%5bEnglishOnlineClub.com%5d.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nlz6lRJIvp0


Assignment #2 Non-Fiction with written responses 
 

How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas Foster  

 
Assignment: All chapters are valuable to the course, but some may appeal more to others based on 
interest and prior reading experience. Everyone must read and complete the prompts for the 
introduction & chapter 2 (communion)  
 
Depending on the version of the text you have, the chapter numbers may be different—use the titles to 

guide you.  

1.) Introduction: How Did He Do That?  How do memory, symbol, and pattern affect the reading of 

literature?  How does the recognition of patterns make it easier to read complicated literature?  

Discuss a time when your appreciation of a literary work was enhanced by understanding 

symbol or pattern.  

2.) Chapter 2 -- Nice to Eat with You: Acts of Communion According to Foster, what is the 
significance of a scene of literature involving the act of communion? Apply the main ideas of this 
chapter to any work of literature or film where characters are having a meal together.  

 
3.) Then select 3 other chapters that you connect to either The Picture of Dorian Gray or any other 

work of literature that you have read. Write a short response about how you can apply the 

main ideas of the selected chapter to enhance your understanding of a specific text. 

 
*To clarify 5 chapters and written responses are required, but you are encouraged to 
read more to strengthen your skills in literary analysis. Responses should be a short 
paragraph demonstrating evidence that you’ve read the chapter.  

 
 
Optional Summer Assignment: 
Refine your college essay. We will offer help in the beginning of the year for those who 
request it, but the college essay will not be a required part of the AP 12 course. 

http://mseffie.com/assignments/professor/How%20to%20Read%20Literature%20like%20a%20Professor%202nd.pdf

